
4th-6th Grade Camp FAQ: 
1. Why the change? We as camp directors and district children’s leaders 

want to reimagine the 4th-6th grade camping program to create an 
amazing experience for our kids and allow our district volunteers and 
leaders shine!  

 
2. Was something broken with the previous two camps that is trying to be 

remedied through the combination? Absolutely not! Our heart and goal 
is to build a sustainable model of camping that will allow us to bring the 
best elements the previous two camps!  

 

 
3. My daughter always enjoyed the speaker who spoke to specific things 

for girls – will there be two speakers? Our hope is to bring in a team of 
two speakers that will be able to connect with the campers in the best 
way!  

 
4. How will chaperoning be handled? We are working on the housing 

arrangements but we are working to create an environment that is “all 
the boys are in this zone, all the girls in this zone” and stay in your 
zone! As with any camp, our campers will be placed in the charge of 
qualified Cabin Leaders and CIT’s! 

 
5. My daughter looked forward to the special events that were more girl 

oriented – like the dinner, etc . What will happen to those 
events? There will be key elements from what past camps have built up 
so both the boys and girls still have those experiences that make camp- 
camp. Some of the things that the girls really enjoyed we are working to 
take up a level and bring into this camp- same for the boys.  

 

 
6. Will the recreational activities be combined? A lot of the actives will be 

based on cabin groups being together- which of course are gender 
based. We’ll keep the same expectation we’ve had at boys & girls camps 
of “here is your cabin leader, stay with your cabin.”  

 
7. Will they all eat together at meals or still sit by cabin units? Spatially, 

some of the elements will be for the whole camp at the same time (like 
meal times)- just how the campground is structured and we 
can facilitate a group. So for meal times, think, boy cabins are at these 
tables, girl camps are at these tables, around one another but 
not necessarily “together.”  


